NEWPRODUCTS
ADJ Vizi Hex Wash7/
Vizi Q Wash7

Blizzard 3.9mm IRiS R3

ADJ’s 105W Vizi Hex Wash7 and the 280W Vizi Q
Wash7 both offer WiFLY wireless DMX and motorized
zoom, allowing them to create tight beams for mid-air
effects as well as wide washes for illuminating stages.
With seven 40W quad-color (RGBW) LEDs, the combined LED output of 280W give the Vizi Q Wash7 units
impressive light output. The Vizi Hex Wash7, meanwhile,
incorporates seven 15W HEX (RGBWA+UV) LEDs allowing for an extremely wide color palette. Electronic zoom
lets the beam angle be altered between 5°-55°.

Blizzard Lighting’s IRiS R3 LED video panel is an ETL
listed professional video panel well suited for either indoor rental or permanent installations. Each panel features 128x128 resolution (16,384 pixel), high-contrast
3-in-1 SMD2121 blackbody LEDs for vivid colors and
wide gamut. IRiS R3 features 3.9mm pixel pitch, 1200nits
brightness and 1920Hz refresh rate for eye and camera
appeal. The panels have a quick-lock system for ease of
use. And indexed, locking concave/convex radian horizontal connectors allow for curved layouts between 5°
convex and 10° concave.

adj.com

Chauvet Professional
Maverick MK3 Wash

blizzardlighting.com

Creative Conners
Spotline Practical

Chauvet Professional’s Maverick MK3 Wash, launched
at PL+S 2017, raises the bar with 27 40W Osram RGBW
LEDs, 1,080W total output, 7°-45° zoom, 16-bit dimming, and a built in virtual gobo wheel with background
color control for impressive visual effects. It can be used
for pixel mapping effects. Other features include built in
color macros and gobos and CTO color mixing. Control
options including DMX, sACN, Art-Net, Kling-Net or W
DMX. It can also receive Art-Net or sACN in, and send
DMX out, simplifying cable runs.

Creative Conners’ Spotline Practical is a compact new
hoist with a powered lifting line and integrated motion
controller. It lifts small scenic elements and practical
lighting while maintaining safety standards and ease
of use. Controlled by Conners’ Spikemark software, the
Practical is programmable and cue-able with other Creative Conners’ hoists and machines. It offers 35 feet of
travel, a max speed of 48 inches per second, and can lift
15 pounds. Utilizing a 110V powered lifting line, it can
power up to 1200W suspended lighting instruments.

chauvetprofessional.com

creativeconners.com

ESP EuroPick

Elation Artiste DaVinci
Elation Professional’s Artiste DaVinci, a full-featured
yet compact “theatrical grade” LED moving head spot
luminaire, is the first in the company’s new Artiste series. Its 13,000-lumen output is comparable to 700W
discharge lamp fixtures. It has a newly designed 300W
LED engine (>7,500K) and advanced optics. The color mixing system includes CMY, seven dichroic colors
from a color wheel including CTB and CTO color mixing.
While the fixture is a highly capable spot luminaire, a
frost filter is included when the moment calls for a softer
wash effect.

Entertainment Structural Products’ (ESP) EuroPick
is made for use with continuously webbed 290mm by
50mm box and tri-truss. The billet machined aluminum
body is designed to be strong yet light, and the product can be positioned anywhere along the length of the
truss in conventional topside, bottomside, right side up,
or upside down in the crank stand configuration (with
SAS crankstand adapter). Featuring slim hardened toolsteel clamps and aircraft quality spherical rod-ends,
installation a snap. The product is competitively priced
with slings.

esp-knx.com

elationlighting.com

Laserworld RTI Neo One
Laserworld’s RTI Neo One laser is designed for
multi-projector applications with an octagonal design
and quick-lock system that lets several units be attached to each other. The white light full color laser system (24W RGB per meter or 4W RGB per unit) is suited
to large scale and long throw applications. An internal
playback system can be individually configured with
custom patterns or animations (free software for creating ILDA patterns is included). Effects that can be controlled via DMX and Art-Net; no other control system is
required.

laserworld.com

LianTronics VL1.2 LED
Screen
LianTronics’ VL1.2 LED small pixel pitch LED screen
is made with ultra-high resolution panels that are light
in weight, tipping the scales at less than 17.2 pounds
each. Made with an aluminum alloy design, the panels
are designed for indoor use and come with easy-to-install and an easy-to-maintain (front-accessible) design.
Module, power supply, receiving card, conversion card,
and cables between panels can all be maintained from
the front, and the screens are designed for speedy assembly in frequently used 4:3 or 16:9 configurations,
reducing costs.
liantronics.com

Mega-Lite XTRA 17R
Mega-Lite’s XTRA 17R is the newest member of the
Axis family of products from Mega Systems Inc. Housing a 350W 17R lamp, the fixture offers strong output
for long throw applications. The unit is equipped with
14 gobos plus open and 14 colors plus open. Additional effects can be created with the fixture’s two prisms
(16-facet rotating prism in both directions) and electronic focus (the zoom range is 3.8° to 45°). The fixture
also comes with a frost filter and an easy-to-navigate
touch screen LCD display.

megasystemsinc.com
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Osram’s Next Generation Cove Light
Traxon Technologies, an Osram brand, launched its next generation Cove Light AC DIM GII.
This indoor fixture for indirect illumination is designed to make it easier for lighting designers and architects to create more dynamic retail and hospitality environments in installations
around the world. Traxon’s Cove Light AC DIM GII luminaires are available in low- and high-output versions and in a variety of color temperatures. Features include smooth, flicker-free dimming, color consistency and efficient operation. Universal line-voltage input makes for fast and
easy installation.
osram.com

